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Abstract 

This paper presents and discusses a fast and efficient method to study artefact-centric interactions in 

co-design sessions. The method is particularly useful for exploring the introduction of augmented reality 

(AR) environments since AR application representations combine both digital content and physical 

content, transforming the way users interact with the design object. Although protocol analysis is 

extensively used in cognitive studies of design, it is a time-consuming and cumbersome method and 

hence unsuitable for extensive analysis in industrial environments. Our real-time coding method makes 

it possible to perform “on-the-fly” coding of physical interactions in co-design sessions. Focusing on 

quantifying interaction occurrences, our results are consistent with those obtained with post-session 

coding. Internal validity was assessed using relevant statistical tests. Based on the data collected in co-

design sessions we show how aggregate results, especially timelines and interaction densities, can be 

displayed rapidly at the end of each session. This research paves the way for a more general 

implementation of real-time coding of collaborative work sessions in industrial situations. 
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Co-creativity involving designers and end users can substantially contribute to design company 

competitiveness [1] During the design process, co-creative sessions provide insights into a product's 

use allowing potential end users to express ideas and give direct feedback to the designers. In today’s 

information and communication society an increasing number of users are keen to take an active part 

in the understanding, modification or even creation of the products they use [2]. As part of this new 

approach, designers and end users collaborate by proposing, testing and assessing alternative product 

ideas before finally validating the chosen design. The aim of co-creative sessions is to take advantage 

of what Steiner calls “process gain” [3]. This is the phenomenon according to which the overall design 

outcome is improved through the early integration of end users. The assumption made by the 

promoters of this kind of session is that the complementary vision of end users and designers, backed 

up by the designers’ special skills, contributes to the success of product development activities. Tools 

have been developed and tested [4] that show a significant impact of the interactivity functions on the 

outcome of the design and the perception of the users [5]. These approaches are considered to be part 

of the interactive design paradigm that develop today in the companies. 

 

However, end users are not familiar with the representations and tools used by designers in their daily 

work. While designers comfortably handle digital product representations in order to define shapes 

and dimensions (CAD models or rendering tools), or simulate product behaviour (FEM analysis, 

kinematic behaviour, etc.), end users often prefer physical, realistic objects that allow them to assess 

subjective parameters such as ease-of-use, aesthetics and what is more generally called the user 

experience. The involvement of multiple senses appears to be an advantage for the evaluation of 

alternative solutions [6]. This often leads to the coexistence of two types of representation: digital and 

physical. Hence, collaboration is hindered by the fact that each stakeholder prefers to work with 

different types of design representation. As a consequence, design loops are extended due to the 

introduction of physical prototypes that are labour-intensive and expensive to produce. 

 

Today, the participation of end users in the early design phases is considered critical by many design 

agencies. This means that processes, tools and practices must evolve to take into account the end 

users’ need to see and feel objects. Introducing augmented reality technology allowing real-time 

modifications of a realistic product representation could facilitate interaction between designers and 

end users, thus enhancing end users’ participation in co-creative sessions [4]. The SPARK project 

(http://spark-project.net/), funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation 

program, aims to do precisely this. The project provides a responsive Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) platform based on Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) technology. This ICT platform 

supports the creation, visualisation, assessment and modification of design concepts from the earliest 



stages of a design process. SAR was introduced by [7] as the projection of a virtual digital object on to 

a physical shape. It is also called “projection mapping” because projectors are used to display 

additional, digital content on the real-world object (figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1: View of the Spatial Augmented Reality prototype and the tablet-based user interface 

 

SAR visualisation creates a mixed object [8]: it has the appearance and tangibility of a physical object 

but its surface is modified by the display of digital content. Additionally, a tracking functionality allows 

participants to handle the mixed object as easily as they would a real physical object. Hence end users 

can experience a prototype that is as close as possible to the real thing. This tangible interaction allows 

them to be more involved in the design activity; they are able to express their expectations and feeling 

based on an artefact that helps them to illustrate their statements [9]. From the designers’ perspective, 

this technology enables rapid changes to the digital content. The design can be swiftly and smoothly 

modified in real time according to the end users’ expectations. The technology does not impair the 

flow of interactions between the stakeholders affording the designers better control over the pace of 

the co-design sessions. 

 

In order to study the influence of these mixed artefacts on the interactions between end users and 

designers during co-design sessions and to determine if this influence is beneficial to the overall session 

outcomes, we need a robust and reliable method to capture and analyse the large amount of data 

produced in these complex industrial situations (figure 2).  

 



 
Figure 2: Typical co-design situation (https://stimulo.com/) 

The method and tool proposed here aim to help researchers to: 

 Assess the distribution of interactions between end users and designers and quantify their 

respective participation; 

 Evaluate the type of artefact (e.g. physical, digital or mixed) used during these interactions; 

 Display the density of interactions so that the most interesting episodes can be identified in 

view of more in-depth cognitive studies. 

The overall approach aims to contribute to existing cognitive approaches by providing results based 

on directly observable physical interactions.  

In what follows, the method for collecting and quantifying artefact-centric interactions in various co-

design situations shall be presented and validated. The preliminary results show the typical outcomes 

of the method and illustrate the variety of analyses that can be performed. 

State of the art 

1.1. Design protocol analysis 

Design protocol analysis is the application of the protocol analysis method [10] for analysing design 

activity and understanding the designers’ thought processes. [11] coordinated a research effort based 

on an experiment known today as the “Delft protocol”, in reference to workshops held at Delft 

University of Technology where the approach was first presented. This was an important attempt to 

articulate diverse points of view, based on different theoretical frameworks, using a single protocol. 



A design protocol is a set of rules for a design task and procedure enabling the needs of a research 

question to be met. The protocol lays out the organisation of the task or procedure and can be set up 

in a lab context or captured in an industrial setting. Its analysis requires recording designers’ speech 

and behaviour together with any material produced during the design session. According to [12], video 

capture is a fundamental technique for constituting the corpora of data for analysis, as well as an 

important means of rendering research results. This method first enables researchers to capture data 

verbalisation, sketches, drawings, physical mock-ups, etc., in other words all the audio-visual events 

occurring during a design session. It then allows them to repeatedly listen to verbal exchanges and 

watch and review designers’ actions as part of an in-depth post-session analysis. 

Many of the early studies based on design protocol analysis focused on verbal reports of designers 

thinking aloud [13-16]. Design studies using design protocol analysis primarily aim to capture and 

understand relevant design cognitive processes [17] or elementary activities. Examples of activities 

identified from design protocol analysis studies include: analysing problems, identifying criteria, 

proposing solutions or syntheses, assessing or analysing solutions and making decisions [18-21]. As 

design protocol analysis became more widespread, researchers began to take into account the 

collaborative dimension of design. A significant range of studies concentrated on groups of designers 

working in small teams [22-26]. [27] proposed a taxonomy to differentiate between these two types 

of design protocol: individual, “think-aloud” protocols versus “group discussion” protocols. In a review 

of papers published between 1975 and 2006, [28] highlight the significant increase in use of design 

protocol analysis during this period. They point to the co-existence of these two types of study while 

underlining the predominance of the think-aloud type. Since the study presented here focuses on co-

creative design sessions, the group discussion protocol method is the most appropriate approach. 

Identifying designers’ cognitive models and intentions requires a substantial amount of work in terms 

of speech modelling and analysis. However, for co-design sessions, where communication plays an 

important role, interactions between the participants are a major observable source of data for 

researchers before they turn their attention to more complex cognitive activities. Interactions may be 

supported by artefacts, gestures or both. Therefore, studying artefact centric interactions could 

provide an objective measure of the intensity of the collaboration without requiring the analysis of 

cognitive activities, if we make the assumption that artefact centric gesture interactions are the visible 

part of more complex cognitive interactions among the design participants. 

1.2. Artefact-centric Interaction Analysis 

When researchers study collaborative activities, such as design meetings, the objects shared and 

produced as part of the design interactions are seen to be important for the whole process [29]. 



Likewise, gestures are considered as a complementary means of expressing ideas and conveying 

meaning during collaborative design sessions. Stakeholders move their hands and other parts of their 

body for communicative purposes [30]. [31] underlines how, as conventional design tasks are being 

performed, gestures often accompany speech. Indeed, repeated gestures may even be shared and 

integrated into the team’s “conceptual lexicon” becoming part of the team’s kinaesthetic thinking, as 

highlighted by [32]. Other investigations in the field of communication and gestural explanations refer 

to McNeill’s categorisation of gestures [33] as iconic, deictic and metaphoric. Based on McNeill’s work 

[33], [34] coded the gestures of learning session participants as they explained what they had 

understood about the circulatory system. The researchers counted the number of gestures associated 

with each category, noted when the participants began to move their hands or returned them to their 

initial position and how the participants emphasised points by increasing the magnitude of their 

movements.  

During co-design sessions both physical and digital artefacts play an important role in gestural 

interactions. According to [35] and [36], designers spend most of their time during their design activity 

creating, handling, discussing, interpreting, evaluating and transforming texts, graphs, calculations, 

drawings and digital or physical mock-ups. These authors propose and discuss the concept of the 

“Intermediary Object” (IO). This term lends the objects and artefacts handled by designers an 

appropriate status for analysing and understanding their design activity. IO’s have three main features: 

they are representations of the object to be designed (a means of making the object visible); they are 

involved in a complex translation process (from knowledge to its crystallisation into the object); and, 

finally, they act as mediators between the various actors (hence supporting interactions). These 

objects are considered “open” [37] when they can be modified by the designers during design 

meetings or “closed” when they convey non-ambiguous content. SAR technology provides tangible 

objects with digital content that is open to modification. Mixed objects can be considered as “open 

intermediary objects” since the digital content of these objects can be altered in real time. Capturing 

the three main types of interaction occurring around these artefacts provides us with objective 

information about each actor’s participation and the type of artefacts used. For verbal interactions this 

involves noting who speaks or initiates the interaction. For graphical interactions it entails noting who 

draws and on what. Finally, for gestural interactions the researcher focuses on who handles what, who 

observes what and who points at what.  

Hence, studying artefact-centric interactions appears to be a relevant scientific method for studying 

the role of artefacts in collaborative design sessions and, in the more specific context of this research, 

the impact of new augmented reality technology on the co-creation process. 



1.3. Artefact-centric interaction framework 

Our own coding scheme [38] focuses on gestures supporting artefact-centric interactions and 

considers three elements: the end user(s), designer(s) and artefact(s) involved in the interactions. We 

differentiate between two types of interaction: with artefacts (Tangible, Digital, Mixed and Ephemeral) 

and without artefacts (None) (Figure 3). This coding scheme was tested during design sessions with 

professional designers [38]. 

 

Figure 3. Artefact-centric interaction framework [38] 

 

Tangible 
Physical mock-ups, printed sheets outlining the alternative concepts, 
drawings, post-it notes  

Digital Representations displayed on a TV screen, laptop, tablet, smartphone 

Mixed 

Physical prototypes (physical mock-ups with a predefined shape, mostly 
3D printed) on which digital elements are projected. These can be 
pictures, images, text or textures.  

Ephemeral Gestures in the air with no physical support 
Table 1: Types of artefact considered in the analysis framework 

We added the last “Ephemeral” category of “gestures in the air” to depict the numerous gestures 

performed by participants without any physical objects. Ephemeral artefacts include virtual artefacts 

and communicative gestures. The latter, such as “beat gestures” [32], complement speech and are not 

related to message content. A virtual artefact is defined as an imaginary object that is depicted or 

mimicked by a gesture in the air [38]. The person making the gesture can depict or mimic an object 

(shape, volume, surface), a usage (function in a specific context) or behaviour (deformation of an 

object, flashing light simulation, etc.). 

Artefact-centric interaction analysis seems to offer considerable potential for exploring new co-

design environments based on spatial augmented reality. The state of the art in this field reflects 

how important it is. Furthermore, given recent technological developments, a new observation 

approach based on gestural analysis is called for. However, in their review paper, [28] note a ratio of 



analysis time over protocol length ranging from 10:1 to 1000:1, while [39] note that 25 hours of 

additional time per protocol is required for planning, transcription and analysis. In the next sections 

we put forward an on-the-fly coding method potentially capable of reducing the coder’s burden 

while ensuring high quality results. 

1.4. Research questions 

Design protocol analysis is known to be labour-intensive [40] and time-consuming [10,28]. 

Additionally, the quality of the results depends on the time spent on analysis. By reducing the 

complexity of the phenomenon, we intend to capture preliminary data that would reduce the 

workload of the protocol analysis by allowing to focus on more intense episodes in terms of 

interactions. And, as we consider that the intensity of artefact-centric interactions are an observable 

of design collaboration, we can potentially conclude that we have a fast tool for eliminating non-

significant episodes. Additionally, as mentioned in the introductory section, the new collaborative 

environments based on virtual and augmented reality require substantial interface validation and 

assessment work in industrial settings. On the other hand, collaborative environments are complex 

and therefore difficult to observe and reproduce using in vitro observations. This is why a large amount 

of data from real industrial settings needs to be captured to study the transformation of co-design 

within these new environments. In what follows, we shall address two research questions: 

RQ 1: “Does a real-time coding method generate reliable data sets comparable to those obtained 

with a post-session coding method?” 

RQ 2: “What kind of results can be extracted and automatically displayed from on-the-fly coding?” 

Obtaining answers to these research questions would increase the possibility of doing more 

quantitative data analysis of complex design protocols. The method proposed in this paper is designed 

to act as a complementary approach to conventional design protocol analysis with the aim of reducing 

the overall coding effort. 

In the next section we present the methodology used to generate quantitative data using on-the-fly 

coding. Internal validity is assessed by checking inter-coder reliability indexes and external validity 

through a statistical comparison of sets of quantitative data generated by on-the-fly coding and post-

session coding. A critical analysis of our method is given and a suggested protocol to further develop 

this kind of methodology presented. 



2. Methodology 

2.1. Description of case studies and empirical material 

2.1.1 Selection of case studies 

 
The work presented here relied heavily on the observations of co-design sessions conducted within 

the SPARK European Project. The sessions considered involved design teams from two design agencies 

(Stimulo and Artefice1). Five sessions were run under three different experimental conditions in Milan, 

Grenoble and Barcelona. The sessions covered the range of material configurations encountered in co-

design sessions: 

 The first configuration involved digital representations (3D models, slides, photos, etc.) 

and/or physical representations (post-it notes, plastic or cardboard prototypes). This 

configuration will be referred to as the standard condition; 

 The second configuration involved the use of an Augmented Reality system featuring video 

see-through technology on tablets. This configuration is referred to as the AR condition; 

 The third configuration involved the SPARK Spatial Augmented Reality platform. This 

configuration is referred to as the SAR condition. 

The experimental room setting allowed us to control as many of the external parameters as possible: 

spatial distribution and profiles of participants, time, type of material available, technology, etc. The 

sessions brought together industrial case studies, professional designers and selected end users in 

order to be as close as possible to a real-life industrial situation.  

2.1.2. Case studies  

The sessions used to validate the method lasted between 35 and 55 minutes and involved two 

designers from the partner design agencies as well as several potential end users. The sessions were 

organised and managed by the designers following their usual design process. No instructions were 

given by the research team. Each session began with the designers giving a short introduction to the 

product using PowerPoint slides. The co-creative activities began after this introduction. The aim was 

to develop the initial design proposals in light of the feedback and suggestions given by the 

participants. During the session the participants were allowed to use the tools available if they wished 

(AR tool, SAR tool or no specific tool). 

                                                 
1These companies are part of the SPARK consortium. Artefice specialises in brand design while Stimulo designs 

innovative products. 



The experimental setting for these configurations is illustrated in figures 4, 5 and 6 respectively. Figure 

4 shows a tablet being handled by an end user (on the left). The tablet displays the AR scene of the 

object captured by the tablet’s camera. The physical artefact is overlaid with a digital image 

representing the designed appearance of the product using video see-through technology. The tablet 

in the lower part of figure 5 displays the interface software used by the designers to modify the digital 

content projected on to the physical prototype (the illuminated artefact in the centre of the table). 

Two coders standing in the experimental room performed coding using the on-the-fly tool (figures 7a 

and 7b) during the session. 

  

Figure 4:   AR tool in use Figure 5:  mixed object (centre of the table) in use 

 

Each session was recorded for the purpose of post-session coding. In all, four viewpoints were 

recorded to capture as much information as possible and each participant was equipped with a lapel 

microphone. Figure 6 is a screenshot showing the four video streams recorded during a standard 

session (tangible artefacts are available in the centre of the table). 



 

Figure 6: Screenshot of the video processed from a standard session 

 

2.2. The Observer tool and method 

2.2.1 Description of the coding tool and scheme 

The tool used by the coders was a software program providing a user interface that implemented the 

coding scheme (figures 7a and 7b). The coding scheme for the analysis comprised two categories: actor 

and artefact. Preliminary tests demonstrated that it was extremely difficult for a single coder to deal 

with both of these coding categories in real time.  Due to the task complexity and the associated 

cognitive load on a single coder, we decided to divide the coding work between two coders. They 

produced separate primary data that were then merged in a later step. This merging step proved to 

be highly dependent on the way the coding had been performed. The more accurate the coding, the 

easier it was to merge the data (see section 2.2.2). 

Since the project had a number of constraints (e.g. real work situations and non-intrusive 

observations), only two coders were allowed to be present in the session room for on-the-fly coding. 

This meant we had to share our ten coding items between two interfaces. These two complementary 

interfaces were developed with two main criteria in mind: the item had to be observable and the 

corresponding button easy to identify. The coders had to work in a real, complex environment and be 

able to capture all events, even those that were ambiguous or very brief and difficult to detect. To 

ensure reliable coding, regardless of the person performing it, we prepared a coding book describing 

visual clues and rules to facilitate the task. Section 2.3 describes how this part of the method was 

validated. One coder was put in charge of coding “the initiator of the interaction”, while the second 



coder was responsible for capturing “which artefact supports the interaction” This decision was based 

on the idea that it would be easier for each human coder to focus on one aspect: 

 the actor who is speaking (e.g. End user or Designer), using the voice as a clue; 

 the main support for the interaction (e.g. Tangible; Digital; Mixed; Ephemeral; None), 

using the artefact as a clue. 

This coding strategy was implemented via a graphic user interface (GUI) presenting two distinct layouts 

(figure 7 a and b) to the two coders. Once the Observer program was launched, the coders 

simultaneously started the recording by pressing the button in the upper left hand corner of the 

screen. They could then begin coding individually and independently. For ergonomic reasons, the 

buttons were larger than usual so that the coders could easily locate them using one or both hands. 

Here, the main concern was to enable the researchers to quickly alternate between observing the 

scene and looking at the interface without missing any events.  

The primary data output from this coding step was the product of the two coders’ individual results. 

These results displayed the timestamps of the recorded events together with the type of event: in 

terms of 1) who was speaking and 2) the artefact supporting the interaction. Figure 8 below provides 

some examples of primary data from these two categories. 

     

Figures 7a and 7b: Observer software interfaces for coding either actors (left) or interaction-supporting artefacts (right). 

2.2.2 Data management and post-processing  

The objective at this point in the process was to merge the primary data into a single file that faithfully 

represented the interactions occurring during the session, as illustrated in figure 8.  



In order to match the two coding streams we followed two sub-steps: 

 Sub-step “A” was automated by means of a software program that transformed the separate 

coding results provided by each coder into a first merged result draft. An excerpt of this first 

data arrangement is given in figure 8. 

 Sub-step “B”, which aimed to obtain the final merging of results, required a manual operation 

to solve some of the remaining ambiguities following the automatic operation. The way this 

was achieved and the rationale for this strategy was described in the coding book. The book 

provided a set of simple rules to be followed based on common sense.

 

Figure 8: Procedure for merging the two coding files as part of the on-the-fly data coding method. 

 

The coding book was developed to support the training of novice coders and provide expert coders 

with reminders before each new session. 



2.3. Internal validation 

Some preliminary tests allowed us to validate the usability of the Observer tool and the validity of the 

dual-coder strategy. In this section we shall demonstrate replicability of the results using an inter-rater 

reliability test. 

2.3.1 Validation process and method 

For the first test, two researchers were invited to code three 5-minute videos using the Observer tool. 

These videos were excerpts from co-design sessions with our industrial partners. The researchers were 

positioned in front of a computer with their tablet and were asked to code the sessions displayed on 

the screen in real time. Each coder coded the videos twice. The first time, they were asked to code the 

actor initiating the interaction (using the interface shown in figure 7a). The second time, they were 

asked to code the artefact used to support the interaction (using the interface shown in figure 7b). 

This test allowed us to conclude that the Observer tool was easy to use for coding the initiating actor. 

It was also found to be suitable for coding the supporting artefact, although this required more 

cognitive effort owing to the five types of artefact. 

When the two researchers were asked to code three samples from different sessions, the results 

showed a good level of convergence. However, a few disagreements were noted. These coding 

divergences were identified and discussed so that examples of coding difficulties could be compiled. 

To improve coding reliability, a coding book was developed based on the enhancements made to the 

initial coding modalities following review and discussion. Here are some examples of the coding rules 

laid out: 

 Give priority to end users’ interactions when designer and end user voices overlap; 

 Even short verbal interactions, e.g. interjections such as ‘OK’ or ‘Yeah’, must be coded; 

 Give priority to Ephemeral artefacts over other artefacts. For example, when an actor 

makes gestures before a Tangible, Digital or Mixed artefact, this should be coded as 

Ephemeral. 

The coding book was checked and validated by the coding team. 

2.3.2 Results of internal validation 

With the coding book established, we proceeded to conduct a set of tests on a 5-minute sample video. 

The Cohen’s Kappa associated with the coding of the new video excerpt performed by the same two 

coders is shown in the Table 1. 



 Standard condition SAR condition AR condition 

ON THE FLY 
Cohen's 
Kappa 

Agreement 
% 

Cohen's 
Kappa 

Agreement 
% 

Cohen's 
Kappa 

Agreement 
% 

Actor 0.55 73 0.71 84 0.58 76 

Artefact 0.62 74 0.59 71 0.30 49 
 

Table 2:  Cohen’s Kappa for each session analysis 

The Cohen’s Kappa scale shows substantial agreement (green), moderate agreement (yellow) and fair 

agreement (red) between the two coders.  The first excerpt from the AR session for artefact coding 

generates only a fair agreement level (0.30). This can be explained by the difficulty involved in coding 

artefacts. Artefact coding requires substantial training. However, we considered the level of 

convergence sufficient since the other two samples showed moderate to substantial agreement (SAR 

and Standard sessions). More tests would certainly have led to better results as the coders’ experience 

was built up. 

After having demonstrated the internal validity of the method using the Observer tool, we shall now 

compare the results of standard post-session coding with on-the-fly coding. 

3. Results 

3.1. Comparison of results from on-the-fly coding and post-session coding 

This comparison is based on the two sets of final data obtained from the on-the-fly coding during live 

sessions at Stimulo and Artefice and the post-session coding. We propose two indicators: 

 the percentage of actor interactions, 

 the percentage of artefact involvement quoted for each category (e.g. digital, tangible, mixed, 

ephemeral, none). 

The two sets of observations proved to converge well in terms of actor interactions when comparing 

on-the-fly coding with post-session coding (divergence from 0.4 % to 4.8 %) (Table 3), except for the 

Stimulo Standard condition (13.8 %, 18.4 %) and Artefice SAR condition fro end users (8.5 %) . 

 Stimulo Session Artefice Session 

 
% of Designers’ 

interactions 
% of End users’ 

interactions 
% of Designers’ 

interactions 
% of End users’ 

interaction 

 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 

Standard 
Condition 57.2 49.3 42.8 50.7 52.1 54.2 47.9 45.8 

SAR 
Condition 66.9 67.2 33.1 32.8 66.1 63.2 33.9 36.8 

AR Condition 63.9 63.6 36.1 36.4 44.6 46.3 55.4 52.7 
Table 3: Percentage of actors’ interactions during Stimulo and Artefice sessions 



Regarding the percentages of gesture artefact-centric occurrences (see tables 4-6), the on-the-fly and 

post-session coding results are also very close. This strongly suggests that the on-the-fly coding 

approach is sufficiently relevant and accurate compared with the standard post-session coding 

approach. 

 Stimulo Session Artefice Session 

 
% of Designers’ 

interactions 
% of End users’ 

interactions 
% of Designers’ 

interactions 
% of End users’ 

interactions 

 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 

Digital 16.9 13.8 14.5 17.5 3.6 0.8 2.1 0.2 

Tangible 15.1 12.7 12.3 16.4 42.5 41.8 33.2 29.4 

Mixed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Ephemeral 18.0 14.5 9.6 7.5 3.6 6.2 6.8 10.4 

None 7.2 8.4 6.4 9.3 5.0 5.4 3.2 5.8 
Table 4: Artefact occurrences during the Stimulo and Artifice Standard session. 

 Stimulo Session Artefice Session 

 
% of Designers’ 

interactions 
% of End users’ 

interactions 
% of Designers’ 

interactions 
% of End users’ 

interactions 

 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 

Digital 1.7 2.5 0 0.2 6.5 2.0 3.6 5.0 

Tangible 0 0 0.3 0 0.8 1.5 0.3 1.3 

Mixed 38.6 36.5 20.3 19.2 38.6 43.1 23.6 22.4 

Ephemeral 15.9 15.4 7.6 5.3 10.5 9.1 3.5 2.5 

None 10.8 12.8 4.9 8.1 7.8 7.6 4.8 5.5 
Table 5: Artefact occurrences during the Stimulo and Artifice SAR session. 

 Stimulo Session Artefice Session 

 
% of Designers’ 

interactions 
% of End users’ 

interactions 
% of Designers’ 

interactions 
% of End users’ 

interactions 

 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 
On-the-

fly 
Post-

session 

Digital 42.1 41.7 27.3 26.5 34.7 30.6 42.1 35.9 

Tangible 3.6 2.2 1.4 1.7 0.4 0 0.3 0 

Mixed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Ephemeral 12.3 13.9 4.3 4.7 8.0 11.4 5.8 11.8 

None 6.0 5.8 3.1 3.5 5.0 5.3 3.8 5.0 
Table 6: Artefact occurrences during the Stimulo and Artefice AR session 

Tables 4, 5 and 6 all show that the percentages obtained with on-the-fly coding were very close to 

those obtained with post-session coding. However, the difference between on-the-fly and post-session 

results was sometimes as high as 8 to 9%. This divergence was found to be due mainly to the different 

distribution of coded events between the tangible artefacts (mixed, digital or tangible) and the non-

tangible ones (“ephemeral” or “none”). A deeper analysis of the two coding results revealed that the 



overall sum of coded interactions was equal for both coding approaches. This emphasises the need for 

coders to be properly trained to identify ephemeral gestures. 

We shall now extend our analysis of the differences between these two coding methods by presenting 

the results of applying the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. 

3.2. Wilcoxon signed-rank test 

The Wilcoxon signed-rank test allowed us to statistically determine whether the mean rank between 

the data produced with on-the-fly coding and the data produced with post-session coding was null 

(null hypothesis H0). Since the on-the-fly coding and post-session coding were both used on the same 

sample we were able to apply the matched Wilcoxon test. When the null hypothesis (H0) was tested, 

no significant statistical difference was found between the two samples. This meant that the difference 

between the variables was not null. Variable X was defined as the number of interaction occurrences. 

This non-parametric test was chosen because the X variable does not require a normal distribution 

[41] for the paired-sample t-test to be applied. The Wilcoxon test compares the “Wobs” observed 

distribution with the “Wcrit” theoretical distribution. Based on an error risk of α < 0.05, the following 

results presented in table 7 were obtained. 

Condition Wobs (+) Wcrit (+) Wobs (-) Wcrit (-) P-values 

Stimulo Standard 26 30 10 6 Z=-1.120, p=0.263 

Stimulo AR 31 30 5 6 Z=-1.825, p=0.068 

Stimulo SAR 15.5 30 20.5 6 Z=-0.350, p=0.726 

Artefice Standard 27 24 1 4 Z=-2.197, p=0.028 

Artefice AR 17 24 11 4 Z=-0.507, p=0.612 

Artefice SAR 43.5 44 11.5 11 Z=-1.633, p=0.102 

Table 7: Results of the Wilcoxon rank sum test (validation if Wobs (-) ≥ Wcrit (-) or if Wobs (+)  Wcrit (+)) 

 

Given the results of this statistical test, we were able to conclude that H0 was not rejected (there was 

no statistical difference between the quantitative data from the on-the-fly coding and the post-session 

coding): Wobs (-) ≥ Wcrit (-) or when Wobs (+) ≤ Wcrit (+) and p>0.05. 

However, two conditions out of the six listed in the table above failed to validate H0. With respect to 

Stimulo AR, Wobs (-) ≈ Wcrit (-) and Wobs (+) ≈ Wcrit (+) and p=0.068. These results clearly did not 

validate H0. Regarding Artefice Standard, Wobs (-) ≱ Wcrit (-) or if Wobs (+) ≰ Wcrit (+) and p=0.028, 



hence invalidating H0. It should be noted that the Artefice standard session was very long (1:30) and 

occurred at the end of the day. The weak results would therefore seem to be due to the coders’ waning 

attention suggesting that the on-the-fly coding results were not fully reliable for this session. This is 

certainly a factor to be considered in the future. 

While the on-the-fly coding method still needs improvement, the statistical test does lend weight to 

the argument that the quantitative data results are statistically similar to those obtained from standard 

post-session coding. At this stage, and in answer to our first research question, it can be said that the 

on-the-fly coding method does indeed generate data sets comparable to those obtained with a post-

session coding method.  

Discussion  

In the previous section we presented the internal and external validation of our on-the-fly method, 

comparing the proportion of end-users’ and designers’ interactions according to the type of artefact 

used. The comparison between post-session and on-the-fly coding showed no significant differences 

in the results for four out of six of the conditions. In this section, we shall discuss the limitations and 

potential improvements of the tool. We shall also present some results from the analysis of the co-

design sessions. These illustrate how original representations can be produced rapidly using the 

interface. Our aim is to show how the real-time coding method and the Observer tool can provide 

original, fast and relevant data representations allowing primary analysis, as well as facilitate the 

selection of relevant episodes within large data sets. This will address our second research question: 

"what kind of results can be extracted and automatically displayed from on-the-fly coding?” 

4.1 Coding time comparison 

The first benefit of the on-the-fly coding method is that it allows a large sample of data from numerous 

situations to be gathered while remaining frugal in terms of manpower and time. The estimated time 

savings are shown in table 8 below where the time needed to code a 30-minute protocol using both 

the on-the-fly and post-session methods is detailed. The ratio observed is approximately 1:2 in favour 

of our method, which is mainly due to the absence of any post-session coding time. This value is quite 

far removed from that given by [28] who quote a ratio of 1:10, which includes the time necessary for analysis. The 

training session for on-the-fly coding is a critical step for coders to reach a satisfactory level of performance in the use of the tool. Even 

though the training is also mandatory for post-session coding, on-the-fly coding has a lower tolerance to hesitations/errors since it is 

performed in real time. 

Table 8: Time required to complete the coding of a single 30-minute session using the on-the-fly and post-session coding 

approaches. 



Post-session coding 

Processing 
time 
(min.) On-the-fly coding 

Processing 
time 
(min.) 

Time to install the recording setting 90 
Customising the Observer 
interface(s) 5 

Session recording 30 

Training and learning of the 
coding book and the Observer 
interface 60 

Time to pack up the recording 
setting 30 Session coding 30 

Training and learning of the coding 
book 60  Automatic and manual merging 120 

Video processing 60    

Coding 240    

Total  480 Total 215 
 

4.2 Displaying aggregate results  

Researchers can rapidly extract numerical results from the data collected on-the-fly and produce data 

sheets detailing occurrences, proportions and percentages. The results presented in the three figures 

below display interesting and contrasting representations. For example, we can see that in the 

standard condition all the possible interaction modalities are used by the participants (e.g. tangible, 

digital, ephemeral and none) (figure 11), whereas for SAR and AR conditions the principal artefact is 

the dominant one (mixed for SAR, figure 9 and digital for AR, figure 10). The diagrams also quickly 

illustrate that end users are less often the initiators of interactions, whatever the modality. This 

indicates that the sessions probably remain largely under the control of the designers. 

  

Figure 9: Display of aggregate interactions during the Spatial Augmented Reality co-design session 

 



  

Figure 10: Display of aggregate interactions during the Augmented Reality co-design session 

 

 

Figure 11: Display of aggregate interactions during the Standard co-design session 

 

4.3 Timelines and interaction densities   

A more original set of results can be displayed taking advantage of the temporal dimension of the data 

set once the data has been merged. Several representations of the results can be provided to 

researchers and tailored to suit their needs. We present here the most generic temporal 

representation that can be displayed instantly after the end of each session’s merging.  

Figure 12: Timeline of the interaction events, excerpt from the Stimulo SAR session  

 



Figure 13: Zooming into the data with the Observer pyplot interface (25th to 33rd minute) 

Figure 12 shows the timeline of the SAR co-design session outlining the overall profile of the session. 

In addition to the statistical results discussed previously, the introduction of the temporal dimension 

increases the session’s rapid analysis range. The types of interaction occurring during the session can 

be identified with a colour code specifying the type of actor (red for designers and green for end users). 

Such plots are rendered thanks to a module fully integrated into the Observer tool and based on a 

pyplot library (Figure 13). The diagram is displayed inside a box which provides basic functions for its 

exploration: zoom, pan, etc. It fulfils multiple objectives. The first benefit of this tool is that it rapidly 

segregates phases of particular importance from those that are not relevant for further analysis. For 

instance, we can clearly identify two episodes where no artefact-centric interactions happen (between 

the 21st and 25th minute and between the 33rd and 39th minute, figure 12). Basically, these empty 

spaces correspond to moments when participants communicated without speaking (which is rare), or 

worked on their own or experienced technical problems (which was the case here). Moments of 

intense activity are also easily identified. The researchers can thus focus their attention on these 

episodes and select them for further processing: video processing, transcription (and translation if 

necessary). Such interaction profiles also enable the researchers to classify sessions according to their 

potential relevance. This is especially useful if they wish to study a certain type of artefact-centric 

interaction for example. 

The diagram produced also helps the researchers to visually identify patterns. Specific sequences of 

interactions are often searched for in design activity analysis with the aim of understanding whether 

any are recurrent or whether specific session phases rely on specific patterns of interactions. For 

instance, a researcher might wish to check whether the end users react to a designer’s interaction with 

the same kind of artefact. Session sequences can also be identified. For example, the predominance 



of the designer’s interactions at the beginning of the session (figure 12) corresponds to the initiation 

phase where the problem is presented.  

 

Figure 14:  Interaction density over time (i=120 seconds) 

In the diagram showing interaction density over time (Figure 14), the curves are computed by adding 

each interaction performed by the actor concerned in a predefined interval of time I (density of 

interactions, 𝑑(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡)𝑡+𝑖
𝑡−𝑖 ). Hence, each point on the diagram at time t represents the 

number of events counted in the interval (t-i; t+i).  This kind of diagram offers another way to rapidly 

identify moments of intense interaction inside the timeline. The superimposition of the curves makes 

it possible to analyse interaction dynamics. In this example, it can clearly be seen that interaction 

density is often much greater for the designers (red curve) than for the end users. This can initially be 

interpreted as the designers taking the lead in the session. However, all the curves follow a similar 

pattern, suggesting that the interactions are quite balanced between the parties and that the end users 

react to the designers’ interactions, albeit with a slight delay.   

While the value obtained for figure 15 is i=40 seconds, the value for figure 14 is i=120 seconds. It can 

thus be seen that higher values of i produce smoother curves. These are preferable for a first overview 

of the session but may hide a number of odd phenomena occurring in a very short period of time. For 

instance, figure 14 would seem to indicate that the designers’ interaction intensity is always greater 

than that of the end users. However, a lower i value provides a more detailed view of the situation. 

For example, specific phenomena come into view such as a change to the interaction intensity 

hierarchy. Figures 15a and 15b demonstrate a reversal in general behaviour: here the end users 

interact more than the designers (the green curve oversteps the red one). These moments where the 

end users are more active than the designers are of particular interest to the researchers. Further 

analysis should help to understand what causes this shift. In the overall context of co-creative sessions, 

specific moments of high end-user engagement must be scrutinised. Finally, another important visual 

clue is the shape of the curves and how they evolve over the course of the session. Figure 15b shows 

intense activity but, unlike figure 15a, the mean interaction value remains high, suggesting that the 

interactions are more regularly spread over time. 

 



 

 

               

Figure 15a: End users interact more than designers  Figure 15b: Zone with sustained intense interactions. 

 

Of course, such diagrams can be produced for any type of event and the curves reflect a specific focus 

on the types of artefact. Numerous combinations of factors can be used allowing researchers to define 

the best representation of the phenomenon they are interested in. 

The evidence provided in the above sections offers an affirmative answer to our second research 

question. The Observer tool and method allow researchers to automatically display results for 

interaction distribution and density and to zoom in on different levels of granularity. They highlight 

interesting information about the session profiles and allow a selective analysis of the more relevant 

episodes in each session. 

4.4 Potential expansion of the method 

We have shown in this paper that the on-the-fly method is a fast and reliable technique for coding and 

processing gesture-based interactions in co-design sessions. Furthermore, we have seen how the 

analysis of on-the-fly scripts can help to identify relevant design episodes before applying a more in-

depth analysis framework.  

The observed session configuration has a strong influence on the applicability of the method.  High 

simultaneous interaction rates (usually correlated with the number of participants) and long session 

durations may flaw the coding. The effects of noise, light, sitting conditions, working hours, etc., are 

likely to increase the coder’s cognitive load and enhance fatigue. One possibility for the future would 

be to explore the influence of session structure on the coding.  

Interaction density over time (i=40 seconds) 



Ergonomic studies could also enhance coder performance by improving the Observer tool interface. 

Several parameters such as the size, shape and location of the buttons might improve coding accuracy 

and limit the coder’s fatigue. An ultimate step could involve developing a specific apparatus for on-

the-fly coding such as a handle with physical buttons allowing coders to code without looking at the 

coding device and thereby reducing cognitive load. In case of complex, intensive or long sessions 

involving many stakeholders, it might be a good idea to have more than two coders. If the session is 

long, the coders could work in sequences and if it is dense they could work in parallel. Two coders 

could also perform simultaneous real-time double-coding of the whole session to improve coding 

robustness. Testing different coding configurations would provide insights into the optimal number of 

coders together with the best time and space distribution.  

With respect to interactions, studying the duration of their occurrence may also prove to be insightful. 

This information can already be derived from the actual coding scheme if we assume that there is no 

interruption between two interactions, i.e. that they follow on from each other. If it is not possible to 

make this assumption, the end of the interaction could be coded as well as the beginning.  

5 Conclusion 

This paper presented a method able to provide quick, quantitative data about gestural artefact-centric 

interactions in co-design sessions. The on-the-fly method put forward was supported by a software 

tool. The reliability of the method was validated using conventional statistical tests. The data obtained 

using the on-the-fly and post-session coding methods were compared. The results show that the on-

the-fly method is accurate insofar as the quantitative data obtained were close enough to those 

obtained with a post-session coding method. Statistical tests showed good coherence between the 

two samples. The results obtained through this method offer valuable information for identifying 

interesting moments within a session, as highlighted in the discussion session. The method provides 

interesting and direct access to interaction density, which is an important indicator for identifying 

potentially interesting episodes. These episodes can then be analysed in more depth using a 

conventional design protocol analysis. Compared with traditional methods, this on-the-fly approach 

may well serve as a more efficient and frugal design observation practice requiring significantly less 

time to complete whilst maintaining a high level of robustness. 
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